INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRODUCING CAMERA-READY MANUSCRIPT
USING MS-WORD FOR CuC 2019 (Times New Roman – 12 pt, capital & bold)
First Author1, Second Author2 and Third Author3 (Times New Roman – 12 pt)
(Note: Write author initial first, followed by surname)
1,2

Affiliation of First/Second Author, University/Department, Country (Times New Roman – 10 pt)

E-mail: 1 , 2 (Times New Roman – 10 pt, italic)
3

Affiliation of other Authors, University/Department, Country

E-mail: 3….

This is where the abstract should be placed. It should consist of one paragraph giving a concise
summary of the material in the article below. Replace the title, authors, and addresses with
your own title, authors, and addresses. You may have as many authors and addresses as you
like. It is preferable not to use footnotes in the abstract or the title; the acknowledgments of
funding bodies, etc., are to be placed in a separate section at the end of the text. (Abstract is in
Times New Roman 10 pt.)

Keywords: rubble-mound breakwater; porous concrete; turbulence modeling

Introduction (Times New Roman – 12 pt, bold)
This example is to demonstrate the layout of a "camera-ready" article for
International Conference on Connect-Us Conference (CuC) 2019. English must be
used in the article. The page size is set in A4 with a standard margin of 3.8 cm (1.5
inch) on the left side and 2.54 cm (1 inch) on other sides. The text in the article
should be set to justify. The TITLE must be in all capital letters.
The first word of the chapter and all major words must start with capital letters.
After a blank line write the authors. Title and authors must be set centred. After a blank
line write the affiliation and email following the format below. After a blank line write
the abstract in Times New Roman 10 pt. After a blank line write the keywords in Times
New Roman 10 pt. The keywords should be in Times New Roman 10 pt italic, separated
with commas.
Modelling Sand and Gravel Beach (Times New Roman – 12 pt, bold)
Apart from the abstract, all other texts in the article should be in Times New Roman
12 pt. Paragraphs should have their first lines indented by about 0.25 inch and no line
spacing between paragraphs as here.
Figure and Table must be set centred with the title in bold as follows:

Table 1: Coefficient A B C D
AB1
AC2
AD3
DB4
DA5

A = 0.56

B = 0.69

C = 0.75

D = 0.100

14.0640
61.6728
88.1380
199.8594
246.7889

18.5620
44.7844
118.1564
173.1269
255.9483

22.0817
44.5884
101.2240
194.4907
284.6633

18.90732
60.17496
120.72693
188.75258
262.24264

Figure 1: Beach and surface water
Please ensure that each figure is correctly scaled (ensure legibility) to fit the space
available. Very large figures and tables should be placed on a page by themselves. The
examples for equation format are as follows:
(1)

qf  n

qf  0

t

(2)

where, n is porosity and  is the depth of free surface inside the porous media
Results and Discussion
The maximum number of pages should not be more than 12 pages. Authors must
submit the Microsoft Word format copy following this format to the Secretariat of
CuC 2019 by email at info@saltorg.net and put the name of the first author in the
subject line.
Citation and References
Citation must follow the example here (Jamal et al., 2010). According to Samsul
(2011), the larger the gap the slower it becomes. References must be written with

surname and followed by initial as the example in the references. Arrangement
according to its first letter in ascending order (A-Z).
Acknowledgement
If you wish to acknowledge funding bodies and other parties, the acknowledgments
may be placed in a separate section at the end of the text, before References.
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